Little Lovely Libby
Pop-Up
Materials:
FQG122 Stacking Pop-UP Pattern
FQG124 Large Pop-Up Refill
Outer Fabric - 6 Red scraps 2-1/2” x 11” and White scraps or 5/8 yard
Outer Base - 11” circle of coordinating fabric
Midweight Non-Fusible Stabilizer - 1 yard
Inner Pop-Up Fabric - 3/4 yard (Note: Ties are made from Inner Fabric or something coordinating)
Midweight Fusible Stabilizer - 1 yard (for Inner Fabric)

Cutting Instructions:
Whites - Cut (4) 2-1/2” x 22”, (2) 6-1/2” x 11”, (2) 4-1/2” x 11”, (2) 2-1/2” x 11”, (1) 3” x 34-1/2”
Reds - Cut (6) 2-1/2” x 11”
Base - Cut (1) 11” circle from coordinating fabric
Non-Fusible Stabilizer - Cut (1) 12-1/2” x 34-1/2”
1/4” Seam Allowance Throughout

Assemble Heart Strips:

Heart Set 1:
Sew a 6-1/2” x 11” White + 2-1/2” x 11” Red
+ 2-1/2” x 11” Red + 2-1/2” x 11” White
+ 2-1/2” x 11” Red + 4-1/2” x 11” White.
Press all seams towards the 6-1/2” strip.

Heart Set 2:
Sew a 4-1/2” x 11” White + 2-1/2” x 11” Red
+ 2-1/2” x 11” Red + 2-1/2” x 11” White
+ 2-1/2” x 11” Red + 6-1/2” x 11” White.
Press all seams towards the 4-1/2” strip.

Cut Heart Strips into (4) 2-1/2” x 18-1/2” strips each. Label Heart Strip 1’s vs. Heart Strip 2’s.

Visit SusanEmory.com for the free Little Lovely Libby pattern!

www.susanemory.com

Section 1 - Make 2
Sew a Heart Strip 2 on either side of a 2-½”
x 22” White strip as shown in the diagram at
left. Line up the 6-½” white end of a Heart
Strips with each end of the white strip. Press
all seams toward the white strip.

Section 2 - Make 2
Sew a Heart Strip 1 on either side of a 2-½”
x 22” White strip as shown in the diagram at
left. Line up the 6-½” white end of a Heart
Strips with each end of the white strip. Press
all seams toward the white strip.
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Assemble Outer Fabric:
Sew sections together, offsetting each section as shown in
the diagram at right. Press seams open.
Section 1 + Section 2 + Section 1 + Section 2.
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Trim Quilt:
Trim quilt by lining a ruler 1” away from the 2 outside
hearts along the top. Trim 10” from top to get a finished
height of 10”. Do not trim sides!
Finished Height = 10”
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Sew Into A Tube:
Fold ends in towards center, right sides together. Match up squares so pattern continues around
tube. Pin right sides together and stitch tube closed. When you stitch, the tube will be ‘twisted’
so the angled sides can be sewn together. It will be hard to sew without pinning it… so don’t skip
that step!

Match

Match up
I found it easiest to fold the ends to the center, turn back the seam allowance of one edge and
line up the other edge. Pin the edges together. Pick up the seam (the tube will be twisted and
awkward) and adjust the pins so it is lined up perfectly before you sew.

Wrong Sides Up

Seam
Allowance
Turned Back.

Overlap other end and line up
squares. Pin so squares are
lined up.
top of tube

To Make the Pop-Up:

Wrong side of 3”
Tube

Match and pin at marks,
stitch 3” tube to Libby tube.
Press towards 3” tube.

Replace Outer Fabric with Little Lovely Libby tube.
Mark 4 marks evenly around the top and bottom edges
Right side of
of the tube. Sew 3” x 34-1/2” White strip into a short
Libby Tube
tube (sewing 3” long sides together).
Mark 4 evenly spaced marks around the top and bottom
of the 3” tall tube. Pin to top of Libby tube, stitch together. Press towards 3” strip.

top of tube

Right side of 3”
Tube

Sew 12-1/2” x 34-1/2” of non-fusible stabilzer into a tube. Mark 4 marks evenly around
the top and bottom edges of the tube. Pin to wrong side of Libby tube, matching marks.
Baste at top and bottom edge. Following instructions in the FQG122 Stacking Pop-Up
Pattern. The Outer tube instructions will skip right to page 4 with the step to add the
base.

Right side of
Libby Tube

